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Abstract 

A dXerentiaI algebraic (DA) formulation of a normal form theory for 
repetitive systems is presented. Caatrary to previous bpproacbes, a0 Lie 
aIgebr& to& are wed. The resaItiag algorithm in much more transpar- 
eat aad direct than the mixed DA - Lie AIgebnic algorithm. Especially, 
no oagoiag &ages between DA aad Lie representations are required. As 
might be expected for a non-lie based method, the algorithm is not w 
stricted to the treatment of symplectic systems and it extends the use of 
normal form methods to damped systems. 

In the case of symplectic systems, the normal form algorithm provides 
a nonlinear coordinate transformation in nbicb the motion is confined to 
circles. The transformation exists if the tunes are not on a ~esonaace; in 
this case, it can be ased to compute tune shifts ia a sin&c way as ia the 
Lie algebraic picture. 

In the ceae of noasymplectic systems, the motions in the new coordi- 
naten are growing or shrinking exponential spirals. In the case alI spirals 
are abtiking, wbicb occurs in electron rings, all amplitude dependent 
tune shifts w&b and tune resonaaces are irrelevaat. 

The algorithm baa been implemented ia the code COSY INFINITY. 
For symplectic systems, wbicb can also be studied with the DA-Lie al- 
gorithm &a implemented in COSY INFINITY, identical results are ob 
tailed at a significantly reduced computational expense. First compnta- 
tions of normal fomu of damped systema have been performed. 

1 Introduction 

The famous Courant Snyder theory [l] completely describes the repetitive be- 
haviour of linear symplectic systems. It provides a unique criterion for stability 
of the system, it provides an invariant of the system, and allows the calculation 
of important quantities like the tune. 

In the nonlinear case, the situation becomes substantially more involved. 
The question of stability is very difficult to answer, invariants usually do not 
exists, and the tune depends on the amplitude of the particle under consider- 
ation. Normal form theory [2, 3, 4, 51 comes closest to a nonlinear extension 
of the Courant Snyder theory in that it answer the questions of the amplitude 
dependence of the tune. It also produces a set of pseudo-invariants which in 
special cases are real invariants, and at least allows the description of the motion 
in coordinates which are more suitable than the original ones. 

Normal form ideas were introduced to the field by Dragt and Finn [2] in the 
Lie algebraic framework [6, 71. While the original paper [2] contains all of the 
core ideas, some simplifications were necessary [&?I before a first implementation 
for realistic systems was obtained by Neri and Dragt [4]. Difficulties inherent in 
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